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Special Dharma Speech given by Zen Master Seung Sahn during the Opening
Ceremony o/the Centre Parisien de Zen-Kuian Um, Paris, France, April 12, 1997.
[Holding up
Has

the

logo o/Centre Parisien de Zen Kwan

everybody already

this

seen

Um, aboue.]

If not, look

picture?

Here is the lion's head. Here is the lion's tail. But in

closely.

the middle there is

no

body. [Laughter from

the

assembly.)

Who made this mistake? [Sustained laughterfrom the assem
bly.) If you find the missing part, then there is no longer any

many ways that you can find your lion's body. Today we
begin to try that way, the practicing way, OK?
Nowadays this world is too complicated. This comes from

the fact that human

beings have too much desire, anger, and

ignorance. Human beings are the number-one bad animals in

to come into this world, because this
world is asufFeringworld. So does anybody understand why

dogs, and even lions are not so bad. Only
problems: they make nuclear weapons,
beings
political problems, all the while polluting the earth, the air
and the ocean. Human beings really are the number one bad

they came into this world?
Everybody needs a body

animal. So it is very important for us to clean chis world.
Perhaps everybody understands this kind of speech. Yet

mistake. But in fact
this is because

we

do have

a

mistake. The

reason

for

nobody understands why they came into this

world. It was a mistake

to connect

their head

to

their

tail. That is very important! [Loud laughterfrom the assem
bly.) If you connect your head and tail, then your life

becomes wonderful. But if you

cannot connect

them, then

this world. Cats,

human

exactly how do we

"cleaning mantra." Everybody place your hands
in
front
of you in a prayerful position, or "hapchang,"
together
and

Then

seven

always in the East while your tail is in the West.
problem appears. "Oh, goodness! Where is my
head? Where is my tail? I don't knowww
[Loud laughter
from the assembly.)
So even by being born in this world, we have already made
a
big mistake. Then for our whole lives we cannot connect

clean this world?

We have a

your head is
a

make

please say together OM
times together.

NAM. We'll chant this

mantra

"

...

our

head and

make

our

tail: that is another mistake. How do

life correct? How can you

we

your head and
tail and make a correct life? Today' s Opening Ceremony for
our

the Paris Zen Center
Come

to a

But let

means

Zen Center and

us return to

image of a lion we
Zen. This logo is

see

this
the

connect

that the

answer

is very clear:

practice.
for

logo
logo of the

a moment:

Behind the

Kwan Urn School of

interesting design. Its meaning
teaches us the Buddhist Way: [he Zen Way, the Mahayana
Way and the Hinayana Way. Inside [his logo are many
kinds of teachings. So if you come here to practice, there are
a

very

[The Assembly stands and chants together, slowly:}
OM NAM

OM NAM

OM NAM

OM NAM

OM NAM

OM NAM.

Thank you very much, everybody, for
to clean this world.

...

OM NAM

...

practicing hard and

helping

The sky is blue.
The

tree

is green.

The ground is yellow.

Ifsomebody is hungry, give him food!
Ifsomebody is thirsty, give her something to drink!
Ifsuffiringpeople appear, help them!
That is all.
Summer 1997 PRIMARY POINT 3

THE GREAT

MATTER
Zen Master

Kyong Ho

Zen Master Kyong Ho is Zen Master
Seung Sahn's great grand-teacher. His
name means
"empty mirror.
"
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CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE
12. Once Zen Master

Dong Sahn wrote: Do not seek noble titles nor wish to have possessions nor ask for
prosperity. Wherever you happen to be, just live in accord with your karma here and now in this
life. If your clothes wear out, patch them again and again. If there is no food, barely even search for
it. When the warm energy under your chin grows cold, suddenly you become a corpse. What
remains after death is only a hollow name. After all, how many days will this transient body live?
Why work hard only to acquire useless things? That only makes your mind dark and causes you to
forget your practice.
13. After awakening one's own mind, one should always preserve its purity and tranquillity. Cultivate this
mind without allowing it to be tainted by worldly things. Then plenty of good things will happen.
Faithfully trust in this. When you have to die, there will be no more suffering or sickness. You can
go freely to Nirvana or anywhere else you choose (i.e., you control your own life as a free person in
the

world).

Shakyamuni Buddha said that if anyone-man or woman, old or young-has faith in these words
and practices, each will become a Buddha. Why would Shakyamuni Buddha deceive us?
15. The Fifth Patriarch, HungJen Zen Master, said, "By examination and observation of mind, one will
become enlightened naturally." Then he further promised us, "If you don't have faith in what I say,
in future lives you will be eaten by tigers over and over again. On the other hand, ifI have deceived
you, I will fall into the dungeon of hell with no exit." Since the Patriarchs have said these words,

14.

should

we not

take them

to

heart?

16. If you take up this practice, do not agitate your mind; let it be like a mountain. Let your mind be. like
a clear and
empty space and continue to reflect on enlightening Dharma like the moon reflects the
sun.

Whether others think that you are right or wrong is not your concern. Do not judge or
Just be at ease and go on mindlessly like a simpleton or a fool. Or, be like one who

criticize others.

is struck deaf and dumb.

Spend your life as if you cannot hear a thing, or like an infant. Then,
sooner or later, all delusion will
disappear.
17. If one wishes to accomplish Buddhahood, it is useless to attempt to understand and master worldly
life. It would be like one trying to fix food out of dung, or like trying to cut jade out of mud. It is
totally useless for accomplishing Buddhahood. There is no reason for occupying oneself with
worldly affairs.
18. See your own death in the death of others. Do not put your trust in this body. Rather, remind
yourself again and again not to miss a moment to awaken your own mind.
19. Ask yourself repeatedly, "What does this mind look like?" In your daily rounds, continue to ask
yourself, "What does this mind look like?" Reflect upon this question so intensely that you are like
a starving man thinking of nothing but good food. Do not lose hold of your questioning at any
time.

20. Buddha has said that whatever has

a form-that is,
everything-is all delusory. He also said that
everything that the ordinary human being does is subject to life and death. There is only one way

for

us to

be

21. It is said, "Do

a true

not

person and this is Realization of our

drink

liquor,"

lies, since it will only accelerate delusive

22.

own

mind.

since it will intoxicate and make your mind dull.
states

Also, do not speak
of mind. Furthermore, do not steal, since it only

helps to make your mind jealous and full of desires. You should observe these and all the precepts.
Breaking the precepts can be very harmful for your cultivation and for your life itself. You should
not
cling to or incline yourself towards breaking any of them.
Master Ox-herder Mokguja (Chinul) once mentioned that the desire for money and sex are like
vicious, poisonous snakes. Watch your body and mind carefully when such desires arise and then
understand them as they are. Detach yourself from them as much as possible. These words are very
important and they should be remembered. They will make your study more effective.

CONTINUES ON PAGE 24
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Providence Zen Center, April 5, 1997. Robert Moore
teacher 0/Dharma Zen Center in Los Angeles, student

professor 0/ music, guiding
o/jazz, and teacher 0/ t'ai chi
and chi kung
received a ceremonial whisk, wooden bowls and an embroidered gold
kasa from Zen Master Seung Sabn, the symbols o/formaLTransmission o/Dharma. The
following are excerpts from his formal dharma combat with students at the ceremony
and his first formaL dharma speech as Zen Master Ji Bong ("Wisdom Peak").
-

-

"

S'tudent:

Congratulations.

JBZM: Tha�k you.

Student: Often in your talks, you quote Jesus Christ, and
you talk about God sometimes. So my question is, if God is so

JBZM: Good afternoon, great

all-powerful, can he make a rock so large that he himself can't

Student: Good afternoon,

lift it?

told

that you and I are very much alike.'
you've
You said it again at lunch today. And I know we both come from

the

same

me

off and

computer man!
Poep Sa Nim. For many years now

on

neck of the woods and have

a

really don't know how
Maybe you could help me understand.
JBZM: You already understand this!
Student: No, I actually don't.
common,

but I

few other

we

actually

things
are

You already understand.
Student: Please tell me!

JBZM:

in

alike.

JBZM: [makes grunting

Ooooogr

so

Student: Oh, great teacher.

JBZM: My other Bridget.
Student: You had

talking about music, and you said, "Oh, you must pick up
by a great guitar player named Sonny Sharrock; the
album is called 'Ask the Ages'." It's a very interesting title. So I

seem to

be

JBZM:

on

You

the

heart attack almost

a

repair.

this CD

I had

a

a

broken heart?

taking care of me when

broken heart.

Student: You're welcome.

ask?

JBZM: She sat with

JBZM: [Makes loud guitar noises.]

the

Student:

or

not,

in

mending a broken
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year ago. So, you

already understand.

wonder, if you ask the ages, what kind of question would you

Very strange
JBZM: You've already attained.

a

How do you mend

Student: So I ask you.
JBZM: [hugs Bridget} Thank you for

were

answer.

lifting rock]

Student: Thank you.

much!

JBZM: Good afternoon, great new monk! How are you?
Student: I'm very well, thank you. A couple of years ago we

noise and motions

Boom!

JBZM: Maybe I can lift a rock, but not you. [Student is a very
large man.]

JBZM: Kwan Seum Bosal, Kwan Seum Bosal, Kwan Seum
Bosal, Kwan Seum Bosal.
Student: Thank you

....

hospital. When I
she was there

me

all

night the first night that I was in

didn't know whether I

holding
heart.

was

going

my hand. That's how

to

one

live

helps

FORMAL
in the college bookstore when I saw one of the very early
translations of Zen writings. There was a story that I'd like to share

was

DHARMA SPEECH

with you:
Great Master Ma Tsu

[Holds stick over htad then hits table]
In ancient times, Buddha

speech.

a

But rather than

simply plucked

once went to

Vulture's Peak
after

to

give

long pause, he
a flower and held it
up. Everyone was astonished.
giving speech,
a

a

[Hits again]
At that time,
a

Mahakashyapa, one of his senior students, cracked

smile.

was once in the mountains late at night
with three of his senior students: Shi Tang, Pai Chang, and Nam
Chuan. It was a very, very beautiful summer night and the moon
was
shining brightly. He turned to the students and said, "This is

such

a beautiful
evening, how can we use it properly?" Immedi
ately Shi Tang started bowing and said, "I think that we should do
many bows of supplication to honor the Buddha for giving us this
wonderful evening." Then Ma Tsu turned to Pai Chang, who
merely sat down in a meditation pose and said, "I think we should
use

[Hits again]
Then the Buddha said

Mahakashyapa, "I give to you my a11pervading true dharma, incomparable nirvana, exquisite teaching
offormless form. Not dependent on words, a transmission outside
the sutras, this 1 give to you." So the Buddha delivered a lot of
bullshit talk: I, incomparable nirvana, all-pervading true dharma.
Much, much bad speech. But something did transpire between
these two people. What was it that actually happened?
to

is

April 5th and 1

see

before

me

many, many

smiling

faces.

Today obviously marks an important signpost in my life, and it
specifically indicates a climax, not the end, but an important
landmark in a forty-three year search that began when I was just
thirteen years old. At that time, 1 was trying hard to make the
junior high basketball team. I started to feel bad. 1 thought that it
was because the basketball
practices were very long and that was so
exhausting. However, one morning 1 woke up and my body had
begun to swell. 1 had gained almost forty pounds overnight as
most

fluids started

to collect in my body. I was very, very sick and I was
hospital. They later told me that I actually died before
they could get a specialist from Chicago to come and work on me.

rushed

evening for hard training.

clearing

looked

at

Nam

to a

During that process 1 had one of these experiences where I left my
body and sort of observed the doctors running around and doing
all this work on me. After some period of time 1 rejoined my body.
I remember

being particularly interested in doing that, but it
thing that I should do given the circumstances, so
I came back into my body. But during this I had a strong sense that
not

seemed like the

everything in this universe is constantly in flux, coming and going,
and literally that we as human beings are thrust into this time and
space and later yanked out of it into some other place in an ongoing
great search for me. At first I thought that since
this had happened to me, it must mean that I was destined to
become a preacher. (Please remember that this was Texas in 1954.)
So I decided that I would become a Baptist preacher. I began to go
around to all of the Baptist preachers in my hometown of
Marshall, Texas. I had interviews with them, but none of them had
any idea what I was talking about. Eventually, I got very disgusted
with the preachers and decided that I would become an atheist
instead of a preacher. (While preparing to come here this weekend
my wife looked at me sardonically and said, "Well, it's forty-three
years later, and I guess you now get to be a preacher!")
Several years after this experience, during my freshman year, I
This initiated

a

We should sit for three

minds with hard meditation."

or

four
he

Finally

Chuan, who took the sleeves of his robe, shook

began

walk down off the mountain. Ma

to

Tang, "To you I give the lineage of the sutras and
the great knowledge and wisdom of Buddhism. To Pai Chang he
said, "I give you the task ofstarting a monk's order and establishing
to

Shi

"

the methods of correct meditation." Then he said, "But I have a
special transmission for Nam Chuan, because he has already

very

things."

So when I read that story
decided what I really wanted

year-old anarchist, I
study Zen. I searched for

nineteen

as a

to

do

was

many, many years after that, going around the country to visit
various teachers. Finally in 1974, I took a teaching position at Yale

couple of months after my arrival in New Haven I
at Berkeley College on the Yale
campus. That was
where 1 met and heard Zen Master Seung Sahn for the first time.
It was a revelation because after reading Zen books for almost
fifteen or twenty years, I actually heard that evening this person do
University.

went

to

A

talk

a

dharma combat and utter all of these wonderful
loved
to

to

attend

retreat

insights that I had

read in the Zen literature. Dae Soen Sa Nim invited
a retreat

he showed

in Providence
me

how

to

shortly thereafter. During

hit the floor and

taught

me

me

that

about

primary point. I thought that this teaching was the best thing since
sliced bread because for twenty years I'd been trying to intellectu

ally figure everything out. Dae Soen Sa Nim showed me that
genuine insight was not dependent upon intelligence. And it was
great to just keep returning to primary point.
Once Dae Soen Sa Nim and another Zen master in the Japanese
tradition were asked to co-lead a retreat at the Ojai Foundation.
Dae Soen Sa Nim had to go back into the city during the middle
of the

retreat

Angeles.
the

and I

was

So he asked

retreat.

Ojai after

process.

our

them three times and
Tsu said

transcended all

KATZ!

Today

the

hours,

me

the senior student in those days in Los
if! would come out and help him with

Jane McLaughlin-Dobisz JDPSN and
I finished

teaching

at

the

university

I drove up

to

evening.

It

one

happened that on that particular weekend we had one of the worst
rainstorms in California during the entire decade. Jane and I
arrived at

Ojai in the middle of the rainstorm at about one o'clock
morning; there were no lights and we couldn't find
anything. We tried to walk down a hill but we slipped and fell in
the mud and rolled down to the bottom of the hill. Eventually we
found the yurt where we were supposed to stay, and we went in and
changed our clothes. I had brought two sets of clothes. Now one
set was already ruined. Finally we were able to try to
get some
was
call
to
come
sleep-the four-thirty wake-up
going
very soon.
in the

CONTINUES ON PAGE 25
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On February 23, 1997, ven. Mu Shim Sunim received inka .from Zen Master Seung
at the Seoul International Zen Center, Hwa
Gye Sah Temple, in Seoul. His

Sahn

dharma combat with members ofthe assembly, and a formal dharma speech, follow.

.Mu su« Suxim
GETSAZex Stick
DHARMA
COMBAT

FORMAL

DHARMA SPEECH
Student: Good
MSSN: Good

morning.
morning.

Student: Sometimes when

color, they

see a

two

different color.

people look at the same
One person maybe sees

blue while the other person believes it's green. What
you do?
MSSN: You

can

them all.

...

me.

MSSN: The cushion you're sitting on is red.

My cushion

is also red.

[Raises stick and hits table]
An eminent teacher

Student:

[Bowing]

Thank you.

Student:

[Holding a camera]
Good morning.

Student: I take your
MSSN: You

Good

picture, and

morning,

suffering."
suffering?

Sunim.

is it past, present,

or

MSSN: Give

me

your

me.
camera.

Then

why

do you

saving all beings from

vow to save

all

beings

from

[Raises stick and hits table]

recite these vows?

[Takes picture o/student]

Student: A teacher once said that by wearing a kasa, you

wearing the whole universe. Right now you are also
wearing a kasa. But how can you carry the universe ifyou' re
not
wearing a kasa?
MSSN: You already understand.
are

Student: Please teach

said, "Before the Buddha left the

So if the Buddha already finished saving all beings from
suffering before he was born, then, every morning why do we

already understand.

Student: Please teach

once

Tushita heaven he had already finished

future?

MSSN:

Every morning before bowing, we recite four great vows, the
beings are numberless, I vow to save

first of which is: Sentient

already understand
Student: I don't understand. Please teach

MSSN:

[Raises stick and hits table]

being appears, all suffering appears; if one being
disappears, all suffering disappears. If you appear in this world,
then you create suffering. But if you disappear from this world,
then you lose the Great Bodhisattva Way. Without appearing
or without
disappearing, how can you save all beings from
suffering?
If

one

KATZ!

me.

[Takes o.ffkasa] How

may I

Student: Thank you.
8 PRIMARY POINT Summer 1997

help you?

Inside the Dharma room, the Buddha is gold. Outside, Sam
Gak Sahn Mountain is white.

So, my Dharma speech is finished, but I still have
words

to

say. I've been here

at

Hwa

Gye

Sah

a

few

Temple for,

as

many of you know, almost thirteen years. And I've seen many
changes happen here. Also I have travelled with Zen Master

Seung Sahn to many different countries and assisted him when
he was teaching. So I have been able to experience many
important kinds of teaching by watching how he conducts his
life, from moment to moment. One story in particular comes
to mind: Zen Master Seung Sahn was invited to Taiwan about
years ago, and I went with him as his attendant. Our
Taiwanese hosts were very kind and gracious. They put us up
and fed us their delicious traditional vegetarian food. One day,
seven

Seung Sahn was invited to officiate at a Buddha's
Eyes Opening Ceremony at a prominent temple. We went to
the temple where three new Buddha statues were being in
stalled in the Dharma hall, and many people had gathered.
There was a profusion of color, red and gold, and all the monks
were very well taken care of. We were given gifts and many
kinds of different foods and drinks. Zen Master Seung Sahn
was
given the best room in the house to stay in.
On the day of the ceremony, many people assembled and
Dae Soen Sa Nim did the Buddha's Eyes Opening Ceremony,
and afterwards more gifts were given and an elaborate lunch
was served. After lunch we went back to Zen Master Seung
Zen Master

Sahn's room. But when we entered his room a surprise awaited
us.

During the

ceremony,

someone

had

come

into the room,

gone through his bags, and taken all of his money, and some
other things, too. Of course, I was very anxious, but Zen
Master

gone,

Seung

so

Sahn

only looked

at me

and said, "It's

already

don't worry!" But this was a lot of moneythattheyhad

taken, perhaps a few thousand dollars, because he had planned

help some people along the way, giving money to monks and
living in this or that city on our itinerary. The interpreter
was a Korean nun who spoke fluent Chinese. She was very sad,
too. "This is no good," she said. "We have to tell the temple
officials and our other hosts!" But Zen Master Seung Sahn
asked her not to tell anyone of the incident, and only said to
her, laughing heartily, "Don't worry! We just made a big
donation to somebody!" But she told them anyhow.
The Taiwanese were upset because they were very conscious
of being good hosts and taking such good care of their guests.
They were very unhappy! And various things were being said,
to

nuns

like, "Mu Shim Sunirn, the door should have been locked,"
and, "You are the Zen master's attendant! This was your

.

responsibility! You should have kept his monk's bag on you all
the time!" And so I had a lot of thinking after that. But then an
interesting thing happened. This theft occurred in one of the
southern cities, a provincial center called T aijung. But after our
stay in the city of Taijung, our hosts had also arranged a big
Dharma talk in the capital city, Taipei. And so after a couple
more nights' stay in T aijung, we went up to Taipei, and we had
this big public talk, with many people, and there was a long
Dharma speech. Zen Master Seung Sahn taught in his usual
style, as if nothing had happened, not referring at all to the
grievous incident of a couple days before. After the talk, as is

Chinese tradition, everybody came up and made offerings to
the monks, putting money in these little red envelopes. The

leader of their association had evidently told

everybody, "Oh,
big loss in Taijung, something was
taken from him. We should really give a lot." So therefore
many people came up. Old people, young people, even little
kids, and these old women came up and pulled one coin from
deep inside their dress pockets. I was suddenly given this big
shopping bag by the president of the lay association, and I was
told to hold it out. The people spontaneously formed a long
this Zen Master suffered

a

line, and in my head I'm starting to calculate how much money
is in this bag, how much will this make up for the money that
was

lost on this trip. There were young kids, there were very old

people, people from all walks of life, rich, and poor, they all
came
up one by one, bowed to Zen Master Seung Sahn, and
into
this big shopping bag many red envelopes; the bag was
put
very, very full!
When it was

the

allover, Zen Master Seung Sahn motioned

to

take this money. This is not my
money. This money belongs to all these people!" So he said to
the association director, "You take all this money, and use it for

interpreter.

"I

cannot

monks' education, for hospitals and charitable

things." Now I
very good teaching. In
that situation I saw clearly how this Zen Master's teaching was
not forany kind offame or
profit, for "getting back" the money
that was "lost" on a trip, to get back to a good situation. His
teaching was purely about Dharma, only for Dharma. So loss
or
gain did not matter. Only how can you make some situation
correct, and save all beings from suffering? So, if you are
thinking, if you only try to take care of some being, if you have
"I, my, me", then you have a problem. But if you don't even
make one being, how do you apppear and save all people?
That's what I was talking about before.

was

off the hook! For

myself this

was

[Raises stick and hits table}
In the Kwan Um School of Zen, there
ways of practicing. We have
bodhisattvas' name.

calling

are

on

many different

the Buddha

or

[Raises stick and hits table}
We have

hum,

or

reciting

shin myo

some

kind of mantra. Om mani

jang gu dae darani,

we

have this

padme
path.

[Raises stick and hits table}
We also have the path oHormal Zen practice. Just sitting,
just following your breath, just walking, only doing something
very

completely. So I ask you, which path is best? Which is the

best way? Can you find that? [Someone in the Assembly suddenly
hits thefloor] You understand one, but do you understand two?
KATZ!

Thankyou all for walking up these stairs today, coming into
room, and listening to this Dharma talk.

the Dharma
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BUDDHA
Excerpt from the new book Going Beyond Buddha:
The Awakening Practice ofListening by Zen Master Dae Gak.
(Boston: Charles E. Tuttle Co., 1997.)

During

my

training for

a

Ph.D. in clinical

psychology, I
Psychiatric Institute, a

became

more

more

agitated.

work with the

There was a secretary who worked in the main office. In the

And besides, it is so noisy in here, I can barely think."
From my point of view, it was extremely quiet. Our offices

state

one

year

at

the Cleveland

hospital in Ohio. My job was
schizophrenic patients.

mental

resident

to

morning, she would come in and sit in a chair, and she'd stay
there all day long, ryping away. She had been there for years,
knew everything there was to know about hospital politics,
and shared her knowledge willingly. Her office was two or
three doors down from mine, and we became good friends

during my time there.
The offices were small. Mine was five by ten feet. So it was
quite close quarters. The office had a desk, a large window, and
two wooden captain's chairs with slats in the back. The ceilings
were quite
high, perhaps twelve feet, so one had the sense of
being in a column. I would sit, and the patient and I would be
quite close, almost knee to knee in these wooden chairs in this
little office. If you have ever worked with schizophrenia, if you
have ever known a schizophrenic or been schizophrenic, you
know that sitting knee to knee with somebody in a little office

were on

the

not

paradise.

There is an interpersonal tension that develops between
patient and doctor in those circumstances. In this tension of
intimacy, in this intrusion of personal space, psychotic persons
are put under such great stress that their
rypical dysfunctional

adaptive behavior becomes exaggerated.
One day I was sitting with a woman

jerked

and
She
was

silent.

cination, which is

a

having an auditory hallu
key diagnostic sign. of schizophrenia. She
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was

like

a

morgue.

moment.

I asked her what it sounded like. She said it sounded like a
machine gun. Like somebody was killing somebody in the next

with a machine gun. So I listened. I said, "When you hear
it, could you point it out?"
She said, "It's constant."
"OK, if it stops, would you tell me when it stops?"
room

So

we sat

the

together, listening. Just

of

two

us,

listening.

Test put aside; "she's the patient, I'm the psychologist" put
aside because I was truly interested in finding out what was

going on with this woman. I was no longer ready to dismiss her
perceptions as auditory hallucinations. So we listened together.
She said, "There, it stopped. No, it started again."
and

starting,

consciousness

based

on

the

that the sound that
was

the

rhythm

was

secretary's ryping,

so

of her

stopping

intrusive in her

three offices down.

It took an enormous amount ofeffort for me to listen,

what she

She again insisted, "What is that noise? It is so loud in here!

it

happening. People who did move around
were so medicated that they didn't make too much noise. They
just shuffled about quietly.
There we were, knee to knee, she, twitching and jerking and
I, having to complete this Rorschach test so that it would be in
her chart. I finally stopped the test and listened with her a

Finally, I discovered,
who

twitched as I tried to give her the Rorschach inkblot test.
asked me, "What is that noise?" I could hear nothing. It

Can't you make them stop?"
I at once concluded that she was

quiet end of the hospital;

Dead. Not much

.

is

and

She said, "I want to get out of here. This is terrible. I don't
have to take this test. I don't have to do this. You can't make me.

interned for

to

hear

hearing. When I finally discovered it and got in
some rhythm with her, she was extremely pleased. No one had
ever believed that the sounds she was hearing were real. People
simply dismissed her, deciding that the sound she was hearing
was a product of her own fantasy.
was

Since the early seventies, elaborate theories of schizophrenia
have been

developed regarding information-processing.

One

of the theories on certain kinds of schizophrenia is that the
schizophrenic doesn't develop filtering mechanisms as "nor
mal" individuals do. Nonschiwphrenics are able to filter out
irrelevant sound or memory. For example, you are able to read
these words while filtering out the sounds around you, without
even

knowing it.

tones, firings, in our ears. There is a form
of meditation where yogis listen to the sounds of their own
vibrating eardrums. Yogis claim that ifyou focus on the sounds
of your own vibrating eardrums, they become like trumpets,
heaven's trumpets. With careful listening, time slows down.
With the letting go of discriminating consciousness, sound

Each one of us has

becomes

quite slow, wonderfully melodic.
schizophrenics, this process requires very little
meditation. Sound is so loud, and their ability to filter is so
impaired, that they hear quite strongly what is normally
But for some

filtered
I

sat

out.

with this

sound of the

woman

typewriter

and listened and said, "That's the
typing on down the

the secretary is

hal!."

"Really?

I don't believe

you!"

"Yes, you don't believe

something

me,

but it does

not

have

to

be

bad."

"I still don't believe

you."

"0 K, but let us find

out so

you do

not

have

to

believe

or not

believe."
We walked down the hall

she realized that it

enough,
typewriter.

slowly and
simply

was

we

listened. Sure

the sound of the

the

I don't know that it made any difference that she and I
explored that sound. I never saw her again. That was the nature

angels came and told her she was to' bear the child of God,

she said, "Be it done unto me according to thy will."
Can we take a moment and listen, without listening

to

People came, I spent a little time with them,
and they went away. I never knew whether she was discharged
or what
happened. But we spent an afternoon listening and
discovering each other. One human being stopped and listened

something

with another.

When a gong is struck and the vibration is heard, or when
the stick hits the floor [whack!), there is sound, particular sound

of my internship.

The Zen school in which I teach is called Kwan Urn. The
school

a

in order

to

discrimination, just

get the

meaning

listening.

When

or one

world.

heard), arises, dwells, and falls away.

to

A bodhisattva is any person or being whose life-direction is
help others. Kwan Se Urn Bosal is the Korean name for the

archetypal bodhisattva of compassion.
Avalokitesvara:
her
is

name

in China her

is Kanzeon

or

name

In Sanskrit her

name

is

is Kwan Yin; and in Japan

Kannon. In the West, this

archetype

represented by Mary, the mother ofJesus. Mary also came to

realization of the compassionate mind through listening. When

someone

making

talks, listen
actions,

two

action?

and

founded

of it? Not

and perceive what is said. Are these three actions,

by Zen Master Seung Sahn and is named
Compassion, Kwan Se Urn Bosal.
Kwan Urn means "perceive sound." Kwan Se Urn Bosal is the
bodhisattva who attained enlightenment when hearing the
sounds of the world, listening. The story of her enlightenment
is that she came to complete realization hearing the cries and
sufferings of all beings. In iconography, she is often depicted
riding a cloud and pouring the waters of compassion over the
was

after the Bodhisattva of

out

hearing, particular hearing. Without the hearing faculty,
can be
nothing heard. Hearing and sound are one
movement.
Perception of sound (hearing) and sound depend
there

on

each other.

Listening depends
The mistake

on
nothing.
of identifYing with

the

content

of

listening

(what is heard) is continuous. And thus, there is beliefin
stable self. But the stuff of

asolid,

which is sound

(things
impermanent. Just as
these words that are being read are arising, dwelling, and falling
away.

listening,

It is

as all sensation arises, dwells, and falls
away. So to
fixed self by identifying with the stuff of listening-or

Just

create a

for that

with the stuff of

seeing, smelling, tasting,
touching, thinking-is to make a most grievous error. And
yet the tendency to identify with the impermanent continues,
and suffering is unending.
matter,
or
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Last summer, the Institute for World Spirituality in

Chicago hosted
by Father Kevin Hunt
OCSO and Zen Master Dae Kwang. Two days ofsilent meditation,
with both Christian and Zen chanting. These are excerpts from the
Saturday evening question-and-answer period.

a

weekend Christian-Buddhist

retreat

led

Co ]fCJKlJ it

t::rOUitd:A
J

DISCUSSION

4

WITH
FATHER

KEVIN HUNT

AND
ZEN MASTER

DAE KWANG
Question:

In

Christianity,

what is

important

all directed
comfort

to

to a

God. This

personal

Question: I'm still wondering about the whole devotional

for many

people is devotional type experience-thoughts, hymns, psalms

area.

brings much warmth and

many Christians. Now this is

a

Father Kevin: These

dimension which is

appatent in Buddhism. I am wondering how to understand
that. Is this devotional spirituality, which involves thinking

not

small

images and relating to a personal God, extraneous in
Buddhism-say, something Christians do because they do not
have a correct understanding of the Still Point or Buddha
and

Nature?

Father Kevin: In

Christianity, you have to consider what is
Speaking about God is not the same as

the meaning of "God.
is

a

three-letter word." When it

words and images
of

Unknowing.

down

comes

answer,
to

"God

what these

really mean, you run up against a blank wall'

There's

affirmation of God is
theistic devotion in

a

an

old Christian

saying that any
question of

not a

simple

one.

Dae

either. When Buddhists. talk about God

they talking about
gods
ate still in the wheel of samsara (karma, rebirth). If Christianity
had a wheel of samsara, we would never be able to place God
ate

the same God that Christians do? No. In Buddhism, the

on

that wheel.

a term

most

Christians would not be comfortable with

like Shunyata-the void or infinite emptiness. But these

words may be closer

images we

to

God than many of the concepts and

use!
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just

to

one

is devotion.

Kwang Sunim: When your mind is cleat, everything is

Question:

personal
beings

But take the Stations of the Cross, for

thinking

in very

concrete

God and his sufferings for the

example.

images about

redemption

a

ofall human

...

Father Kevin: Let

who

was,

I

think,

a

me

at

tell you about

a

monk I

once

enlightened man, although

very

have articulated his life in those

the Stations of the Cross

terms.

knew

he would

He would make

dozen times a day. I used to get mad
three 0' clock in the morning, I'd rush
a

him-we'd get up at
to church in the dark (this

down

was

in South America,

so we

electricity) and at that hour of the morning, I'd
trip over his body, prostrate in front of one of the Stations. To
say that what he was 'doing was thinking about Jesus' redemp

did not have

tive

In the West,

relate

to

in the whole Buddhist tradition.

If I do that, I'm

never

Also, the whole question of God in Buddhism is not simple

people have

most

in Buddhism. Zen is

devotion. When you bow, just bow. When you eat, just eat.
People need help, help them. Just do it! That's true devotion.

denial of God. So the

Christianity is

sect

ways
sects

Question: Bowing in Buddhist practice

"

knowing God. Ifyou ask me, "What is God?" I'll

ate

God. You have devotional

is, in my opinion, a. very superficial way to
describe what was happening in the heart and mind of this

suffering

monk!
The

point of

a

vehicle is

to

be

a

vehicle-to take you

somewhere. For many people it's a devotional kind of thing; for
some

people

it's

more

apophatic.

A vehicle is

that

anything

helps you.
Question:

In

schedule,

our retreat

free time. What do you do for
without reading?
Dae

The

Kwang Sunim:

we

periods

We continue

to

have

large

of up

blocks of

to two

hours

practice all the

for not

the Book of Wisdom here

on

Question:

I

can

reading [kzughter.)
an

understand
But the

the issue of

arising of a concept

arising of the Buddha mind,

of a concept, then

conceptually

not

in the mind is

clearly the nature

Ifyou
conceptual thinking is no problem, even on
too.

see

To be

is your own experience, your own awareness.

concepts are not evil; in the Christian tradition we
the
Word
is God. Concepts come from God. But in a
say
retreat like this the awareness you have to have is
your aware
sure,

ness-not

his

awareness, not

my awareness,

not

the awareness

of an author of a book. It's very easy to fall into the attempt
get somebody else's realization.

My first

time.

reading during the retreat is so that we can
[points to his chest.) This is
the most important book you'll ever read. If you spend time
here [pointing to his head], reading otherpeople's ideas, that just
takes you away from yourself.
reason

focus

to concentrate on

Zen teacher

He would

to

Japanese Master, Sasaki Roshi.

was a

his students like, "How do you realize
give
Buddha-nature when you're takingashower?" or "How do you
koans

to

realize Buddha-nature when
saw me
a

prayer, and

with

...

a

cab?" Once he

my koan

"How do you manifest God
what do you call it? Yes, sign of cross! With that how
soon

do you manifest God?"
So two of his students
was

you're driving

making the sign of the cross, which we do when we start
was,

were

talking, comparing koans.

very concerned-he had no

answer

One

for his koan, "How do

you realize Buddha-nature when

you're driving a taxi?" The
passed the koan, so he told him the answer. (Of
course, you're not supposed to do that, but
). So the first
student goes into Sasaki Roshi for his interview and gives him
the same answer the other student had given. Sasaki Roshi's
eyes got big, he stared at the student and said, "Oh, wonderful
answer! Wonderful answer! [Pause.) Now give me your an
other had

a retreat.

...

Kwang Sunim: Usually what we do in Zen is read for
encouragement rather than for understanding. The two pur
Dae

poses

are

different. So, for instance, you don't read lives of the
Rather, you read lives of the

saints in order to understand God.

saints

to

work yourself up

to

having enough guts to actually do

swer!"

something!
Father Kevin: Remember,
to

this

retreat

too,

that the time we are devoting

isn't all that much. It's

hours. You have

a

lot

to

pack

only

about

forty-eight

in, in that time. What you

Question:
which invites

Lectio divina is

contemplation,

want
no

practice of reading

in a way
take the step into silence, into
I begin with reading. So to me there should be

me

into

silence;

a

to

fear of that kind of reading

during a retreat.
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Father Kevin: It's

question offear;

not a

it's

own

experience

momenti.A weekend like this is

moment to

weekend for the practice of silence-mind-silence,

a

When

too.

plenty of time for lectio divina as well as
other kinds of reading.

you leave there will be

Dae

Kwang Sunim:

In Zen

we

say you have

to

Dae Kwang Sunim: Everything is relationship. Everything
connectedness; you just think that it isn't. Our job is

question of

a

what you're doing. Are you reading or are you focusing on your

digest what

you learn in order to understand; that means taking something

you've learned from a book or from someone else and making
it really and completely your own. There are all kinds of ideas

is direct

simply to become one with everything. That's being relation
ship. So if you take away the idea of "I" and take away the idea
of "Thou," what do you get? Quick! Tell me! [No answer.] I'm
sitting here answering your question. That's better than any
idea concerning "l-'Thou" relationships.
Question: Would you describe how you became interested
in Zen practice?

in the world. How do you make any of them your own? You

have

digest your understanding so you become one with it,
like a cow chewing its cud.
My teacher will often tell people, "Don't read for three years"
or

to

"Don't read for five

already read

years." By this he's saying,
enough books, so just get on with it!"

Father Kevin: It's like
basketball

player.

He

kid who

a

can

wants to

be

a

"You've

professional

play basketball, he can read all the lives of the best basketball
players, even books of physics on the trajectory of the ball when
point he's got
Dae

to

Kwang

sional life

go

out

that

and

start

Sunim: There

was

very

amount

secure.

w:as

as

questioning arose in him. To satisfy

everything

a

person whose

profes

he got older a spiritual
this urge he got interested

in Buddhism and read all the books he

stood

at some

bouncing the stupid ball!

once

But

of force. But

could, until he under

about Buddhism. The

man

then became

anxious about his financial situation. After

reading extensively
in the area of investment, he understood everything about
retirement plans. Next he started to worry about his body. He
wasn't getting any younger and perhaps some exercise like
swimming would help him. Again, he went to the library. After
reading every available book he understood everything about
swimming, even the theories regarding rigorous competitive
training. He then went down to the lake, jumped in and
drowned. [There are several moments ofsi!ence.] That's the end.
So understanding cannot help you. It's a Zen story!
Question:

In

Christianity,

the

deepest level of experience is

described as an I-Thou relation between you and God. Can you

explain why
Dae
one, so

there is

no

the traditional Christian explanations of what my practice was
didn't quite satisfy me. Like a drum, to get the right tone, you
have

to

tighten the skin on the drum head.
practice,

I-Thou relation in Buddhism?

Dae

Sunim: I

Kwang

went to

Kwang Sunim: In Buddhism, we say that everything is
there is ultimately no I-Thou. If you take away the idea

of"!" and take away the idea of "Thou," then what is there?

Christian tradition I

as

there is in

Christianity?

no

ultimate

relationship in Buddhism
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So,

too, in

order

of their ways of

to

doing

tive

practice.

contained

much

thing

was

raised Christian. The

a

as an

I had

thing

I

was

very strong tradition of

alternative
never

to

practice.
but

Christianiry

as

I

saw

it

not so

offering

some

encountered before.

Question: Were you dissatisfied
Dae

reason

raised in didn't have any contempla
I became interested in Zen Buddhism because it

then with

Christianiry?

Sunim: I wasn't dissatisfied. I wanted

Kwang

different.

some

Zen meditation

to
Actually, many people
realize what Christianity is all about. Zen, you may have
noticed, is very generic. It's like drinking pure, cool water when
you're thirsty. Zen points to something before thinking, before
all your ideas. Actually God is before your idea of God, and so
use

is Buddha. And what is that? What

question! And

are

That's the

you?

how do you attain that?

Buddha likened the human situation

to a man

who has

just

been shot in the chest by an arrow. Before he gets treated for the

wound, he wan ts to know who sho t the arrow. He also wonders
which tribe made the arrow. How strong was the bow and what

trajectory did the

arrow

manner? While he is

important thing

take

asking

to

these

pierce his chest in such a
questions, he dies. The most

in this situation is
was

only

getting

concerned with

treatment.
one

thing:

human

suffering and taking away human suffering. He refused to talk
about anything else because it was not helpful to people. He
went instead
right to the heart of the matter, the matter oflife
and death. Christ,

So there is

some

Buddhism is much like what Father Kevin said. The

The Buddha

Question:

I learned

things.

read every book in the world on how

or

Father Kevin: I didn't get interested in Buddhism and Zen
something I wanted to study. I basically got into it because

firm up my

to

you throw it with this

as

theologian.

He

too,

was

not

pointed directly

to

a

scholar; he

was

not

a

the human condition and

how to relieve it. If you look at it that way, everything else pales.
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WINTER

KYOLCHE
witA
Ztn Jv{tU'te:r 2)aeJanuary 3

-

April

Kyol Che for up to three months, in seg
Entry is January 3 at 3:00 pm, or any subse
8: 15 am. Exits are any Saturday at 8: 15 am.

sit Winter

Zen Master Dae

You

under Zen

ments

of one week.

quent

Saturday at

Kwang is a monk
Master Seung Sahn and

Abbot of the International Kwan
Urn School of Zen. He is the

guid
ing teacher of Providence Zen Cen
ter, the head temple of the school,
as

well

as

Zen

centers

in Racine,

Wisconsin and Toronto, Ontario.

Kwang has traveled
widely leading
throughout
Zen Master Dae

retreats

can

3, 1998

�wa'3

The intensive week, which

midnight practice,
sat retreats or

begins February 14, includes nightly
to those who have
previously

and is limited

.

who have entered this

retreat

earlier.

Retreat fee: $280 per week or $2500 full retreat. Kwan Urn
School of Zen full members and full-time college students: $210
per week or $1750 full retreat. KUSZ dharma teachers and
dharma teachers in training: $140 per week, $1250 full retreat.

the United States and Asia, includ

ing 90-day

retreats

in Korea.

A limited number of work-study

scholarships are

available.
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.fe;r/t, �rtJC{C/t,

a

Bone of Space: Poems

by Zen

tv ZtJi

Master

ONE Of THE OLDEST LIVING ZEN

Open Mouth Already a Mis
by Zen Master Wu Kwang.
of
Teaching a Zen master who is also a
husband, father, practicing Gestalt thera
pist and musician. 238 pages.
$18.95 (1 pound)

NEW!

take: Talks

Sahn. This collection captures a
master's thoughts during everyday life

Seung
while

traveling, talking on the phone,
attending a friend's funeral. 128 pages.
$10.95 (112 pound)

Mu Mun Kwan: No

The Whole World is

Gate Checkpoint. Zen

Single Flower: 365
Kong-ans for Every-.
Life.
Master
Zen
day
Seung Sahn. The first
to
collection
kong-an
appear in many years;

Master

a

Christian, Taoist, and Buddhist
267 pages. $16.95 (I pound)

Seung

Sahn's

version of the classic

collection of 48

kong
ans.$10.00(I12pound)

sources.

DroppingAshes on the Buddha: The Teach
ing of Zen Master Seung Sahn. Coin piled
and edited by Stephen Mitchell. A delight

Compass of Zen Teaching. The essence of
Zen Master Seung Sahn's teaching: the
main points of Buddhism and Zen, the ten
gates,

temple

rules.

Original

edition. 39

pages. $14.95 (l12pound)

ful, irreverent, and often hilarious record of
interactions with Western students. 244

Wake Up! On the Road with a Zen Master. An

pages. $12.00

entertaining documentary that

(I pound)

captures Zen
Sahn's
and
energy
presents the
Seung
of his teaching. 1992. VHS 54 minutes.

Master

Only
Teaching

Don't Know:

core

.

Letters of Zen Master

$29.95 (1 pound)

Seung
relationships, and
suffering are discussed as they relate to
meditation practice. Primary Point Press
edition, 1991.204 pages. $12.00 (I pound)
Sahn. Issues of work,

Sun

Seung

Sahn

20th anniversary celebrations, plus interviews
utes.

Seung Sahn
in Norway. Documentary
about one ofZMSS's early European teaching
visits. VHS. 22 minutes. $19.95

Calligraphy Pin.
pin produced by the South Mrican
sangha; shown actual size. $12.00 (I12pound)
Brass

A

Sahn's

$29.95 (I pound)
"Zen"

(1 pound)

Blue Cliff Record. Zen

Seung

East: Zen Master

with four Zen Masters. 1993. VHS 34 min

Zen Master

Master

Rising

Gives Transmission. 1992 transmission and

Gathering of Spirit: Women Teaching
by Ellen

in American Buddhism. Edited

version of the classic col

Sidor. Talks and discussions from three

lection of one hundred

landmark conferences

kong-ans. $14.95
(1I2pound)

at

Providence Zen

Center. Third edition,
1992. 156 pages.
$11.95 (112 pound)

Ten Gates: The

are

Kong-an Teaching of Zen

Seung

Sahn. Ten classic

illustrated

extensive

Master

through

kong-ans
dialogue

between teacher and student. 151 pages.

$11.95 (112 pound)
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Thousand Peaks. Korean Zen: Traditions
and Teachers. Mu Soeng. The spirit of
Zen's

golden

age survives in Korean Zen.

256 pages. $15.95 (1 pound)

TRADITIONS HAS PRODUCED A NEW BODY OF LITERATURE ON ZEN HISTORY AND PRACTICE.
NEW! Going Beyond Buddha. Zen Master
Dae Gak. Listening is the fundamental prac
tice of any spiritual

NEW! Diamond Hill Zen Monastery
T-shirt. Designed by Zen Master Dae

path. Listening as a Zen

Kwang.

practice returns us to our true way-the way
of human beings, the way of compassion.

small red

100%

chop

beige

cotton

shirt with

and black type M/LfXLI

XXL. $20.00 (1/2 pound)

$18.95 (1 pound)

l.:llikd Providence

NEW!
'lIo

'

..,

..I

_

,...""."tltet �It

Heart Sutra: Ancient
.

Buddhist Wisdom in

fI<lI� TtIOtl"'�"'A"
.....

Designed by
HyonGakSunimandDorota
Streitfeld, Stunning FULL-

t;..
tltlOt'

�.A"l '1

Zeit.

:7:'
.

the Light of Quant urn Reality. Mu So eng.

Chanting
at

.

COLOR arrwork

The concept of emptiness and the parallels

white

found in quantum physics. 1991.80 pages.

shirt includes

$10.95 (1/2 pound)

Master

centers.

100%

on

cotton

ash-grey shirt. Back of the
kong-an by

a

Zen

L/XLIXXL.

NEW! Providence Zen Center T-Shirt. Classic
"KATZ!" calligraphy in black ink on 100%

English transla
daily meditation practice

the Kwan Urn Zen

or

Seung Sahn.
$20.00 (1/2 pound)

Book with

tions. Used in

Zen

Center T-shirt.

cotton.

"Providence Zen Center"

on

the sleeve.

Charcoal grey M/LfXL (also cranberry in limited

64 pages.

quantities M/XL.) $15.00

$10.00 (1/2 pound)

(1/2 pound)

TheKwanUm
School of Zen

Perceive World Sound Zen

PERCEIVE
WORLD
SOUND

The
the

chanting tape.

morning and evening bell chants and
daily chanting at the Kwan Urn Zen

centers.

1978. $12.00 (1/2 pound)

Teaching Letters, Vol. 21. The first in a projected
25-volume edition of the teaching letter exchanges
read as part of practice at Kwan Urn Zen centers.
Looseleaf $19.95 (2 pounds)

NEW! New Haven Zen Center's greeting cards.
The original cover calligraphy by Jung Kwang

(the Mad Monk)

hangs
The Best of Primary Point.

ing

Fifty classic

cards and

envelopes.

articles from the pages of Primary Point.
1994 edition. 270 looseleafpages. $34.95

Seven greet

(actual size).

calligraphy which says "Buddha."
14 carat gold. $40.00 (1/2 pound)

From

Dhanna Mirror

Dharma Mirror. Detailed manual of
forms in the Kwan Urn

Compiled and edited

by Merrie Fraser. 256 looseleaf pages.
$34.95 (4 pounds)

a

NEW! Zen Echoes. Talks on cas
sette by Zen Master Wu
Kwang.

MIuiI ttl rncab: rc.ma
._----,_

School of Zen.

room.

$12.00 (1/2 pound)

Buddha Pendant

(4pounds)

practice

from the artist and

gift

was a

in the center's dharma

Tape #1: Every Time Water Touches the Skin, it is
Wet/This Tiny Tail is Very Strange Indeed;
Lost in the Sea of Yes and No/Giver and
#2:
Tape
Receiver

Tape

are

#3: I and All

Both Blind;

Beings Attain

the

Way/His Eyes

New Haven Zen Center T-Shirt. Dramatic black

.and white Bodhidharma

Specify:

MIL. $15.00

design.

100%

cotton.

(1/2 pound)

Cambridge

Primary Point Press

Zen Center T-Shirt. Kwan Urn

School of Zen

logo

on

100%

MIL/XL. $15.00 (1/2 pound)

cotton.

Specify:

to order

please

the form

on

refer to
page 31
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THE VIEW FROM

DIAMOND HILL

One ofthe
mission

to

interesting aspects ofZen Master Seung Sahns trans
the m-st has been his promotion of a traditional celibate
most

monastic order. Whik

modifYing many out-dated Asian culturalforms
teaching of the Dharma, encour
aging lay practice, and even modifYing the day-to-day expressions of

and styles that have accrued to the
monasticism

BY ROBERT A. F. THURMAN

to some extent,

Zen Master

Seung Sahn's

maintenance

of the traditional bikkhulbikkhuni ordination becomes ever more
noteworthy, especially nowadays as many discuss how to somehow
"Americanize" Buddhism. From time

to

time

Primary

Point will

present a section of views on the monastic experience in the Kwan
Um School ofZen. Our first offiring comes from the esteemed Profes
sor

ofIndo- Tibetan Buddhist Studies at Columbia University, Rob
F. Thurman, recently designated (in Vogue, ofalljournals, in
article about his daughter, the actress Uma Thurman') as "the

ert A.
an

most

famous American Buddhist': It is a talk which he delivered at
conference ofm-stern Buddhist teachers with His Holiness

the first

the Dalai Lama, in Dharamsala, India, March 1993.

Hyon
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Gak Sunim

I was the first monk that His Holiness ordained. I was his

first

experiment and, of course, I was
resigned my vows about a year and

a

failure because I

a

half after I

was

force

against militarism on the planet in those countries of
Europe and what happens? The planet gets con
quered by a bunch of berserk militarists. That is what we
northern

ordained, although I had lived several years before that as a

have been

celibate. I therefore have about three and a half years of
monk-time logged, but only one and a half of formal

militarist country in history; even with our ideals ofliberry,
we have the
biggest army and defense system and the most

ordination. Then, being an ex-monk, I became a kind of
"anti-monk" intellectually; I decided that the New Age had

nuclear weapons. It's
business in Iraq.

dawned-it was the late '60s-and there was

(10 more

need

for monks and nuns or monasteries or any ofthat. Shambhala
was

just around the corner and all these monolithic institu

I then had a long time of
tions could be swept away
different
studying
things, thinking about engaged Bud
...

dhism and

teaching things

over

and

over

again,

as a

Bud

dhist academic does.
In the process of studying the history of Buddhism, I
discovered, in the early '80s, that monastic institutions were

revolutionary and the most important of
reported this to His Holiness he just
and
laughed
laughed. "What is this?" he said. "An ex-monk
is now going on and on about monasteries? You can afford
to me

the

most

institutions. When I

to

do that

now.

You know, with your beloved wife and your

four children, that
You

can

now

you're safe-you'll

never

be back!

go and promote them as much as you want,
He
you won't have to go there-ha, ha, ha

knowing
thought that was very funny.
It is our rypical Western thing

"

...

to

think, "Oh well, yes,

meditation, we've got that from Buddhism but we're West
erners

and

so we

know about

organizations,

and of course

about intellectual matters." We may find that Buddhist
civilization has a lot to contribute to us on both of those
other levels,

just

Shakyamuni

as

it did

Buddha

on

the meditationallevel.

was an

engaged

Buddhist-there

be any question. He was "unengaged" for about a
week or two under the trees in the Bodhi forest. In the
Tibetan tradition

they have him saying this thing about
"How profound, deep, peaceful, untroubled
clear light
how neat, I love this
like an elixir of immortality
I'm
stoned
out
here
in
And
then
he
the
woods."
totally
says,
"Oh, I don't think I should tell this to anybody because
whoever I tell it to certainly won't understand it." That was
his unengaged Buddhism; he had about five minutes of it.
Then Brahma and Indra showed up and said, "Hey, come
...

...

on,

get down there." So he walks

...

to

Saranarh

to

I admit it's

found

a

monastery-this is engaged Buddhism. We think of a
monastery as a place for dead people. We have to realize that
our culture is formed by Protestantism. Martin Luther
slammed the monasteries, saying, "Shut down all the mon
asteries in northern Europe." So you shut down the counter-

a

and America is the

weird

totally

rabidly berserk

most

unbelievable. Look

analysis (and

my

at

the

sociological

col

leagues blink when I

tell them about it) but if you remove
monasticism from a social mix, what happens is that all the

productive energy of people has nowhere to go but into
over-production of everything. So they go out and conquer
the whole world. No one wants to produce a spiritual state
to invert and internalize the
energy, to produce a different,
higher world, so they just transform this world and they
wreck the whole place-it is within an inch of being
wrecked, as we know.
Therefore, the Buddha

Corps.

We have

the hills,

just

was

like the founder of a Peace

stop seeing him as some pious person in
speaking in dulcet tones. The Buddha was
to

founding a Peace Corps and was risking being burnt at the
stake. He said, "Hey, go out and tell everyone that the gates
to Nirvana are OPEN. Tell
people from any caste." Don't
that
the
Buddha
was a West Point-er. Hewas 29
years
forget
old; he was a military cadet in a palace. Princes in India
studied in the army, in warfare; they were Kshatriya-the
warrior-nobles. So naturally when he wanted to conquer the
world for the Dharma he wanted
Remember how

one

was

an

army.

originally

ordained

by

the

Buddha-the Buddha just said, "Ehi bhikkhu"-that's all.
"Come here,

cannot

...

doing,

beggar.

Come here, mendicant." Now,

en

lightenment is the deconstruction of identity. If you attain
enlightenment, in a way you don't even know who you are
any more, much less "where am I

going to wash the dishes?"

wonder "what is my name?" If you have no
might
of
what
idea
your name is, you might as well have no hair

You

even

and

wear a

you

are.

weird robe because you don't

If the Buddha is

going to

teach you

even

know who

something that will

give you the realization of the total deconstruction of
identity, he has to take care ofyou and reconstruct some sort
of useful pattern within your own relativities-because
otherwise he is not fulfilling his responsibility.
This is the purpose of the

Vinaya [the code

of monastic

precepts established by the Buddha]. He can't just
deconstruct your identity and leave you standing in the

middle of the traffic. So he would say, "Ehi bhikkhu," and
your hair flew off and your robes would change. There you
were,

floating around happily living your life as a monk, and
Summer 1997 PRIMARY POINT 19

people

would

give

you

a

WAS FOUND-

go back to the
primary thing and forget all that
So

we

have

nonsense

hierarchy and
big boss-that is all
The Buddha

nonsense.

INGA PEACE
CORPS AND
WAS RISKING

to

about

who is the

was

the serious

deconstructing
Brahmanical family/father/pa
triarch/serious authority/guru
business and was liberating
people. He was not putting
them under rules and authori

BEING
BURNT AT

ties

all. In all of the cultures

prop up the culture-I

am sure

that

we are

just seeing

in the tradition. Es-

process of your work, please try at least to entertain what is,
I grant you, this slightly demented vision: that the most

thing the peace movement, the engaged movement,

west

could do would be if one group of Westerners

could crank up the generosiry to provide a permanent free
lunch to any group of people who want to take serious
ordination-even if they're

not that brilliant, not that
great
intellectual
scholar. Remember that the
yogi,
great
key to monasticism is that you can be useless. You can be
a

not a

honored and

supported for simply restraining certain
By
negativities,
[supporting] that, you. represent a channel
to Nirvana for other
people and the generosiry they devote
to you is an essential
practice for them-it is not just some
side thing they do now, and then later they do real practice.
Dana [giving] is the first paramita; it is practice.
If you build a monastery, I hope it will be called "Free
Lunch Monastery." There is almost no such thing in the
West. Everyone in a monastery is justifying their exist
ence-"We are offering services; we are going to do 'Dying';
we will
It is always the
help you; we will have therapy
of
our barbaric Protestant civilization.
production thing'
Everyone has to work and justify themselves because there
is no source of Dharmakaya anywhere-that's "elsewhere,"
out there with Jehovah, some
place outside. You have to
"do" something all the time-so if you are going to be a
monk, [people believe] you have got to "do" something and
produce.
"

...
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a

deep,

foundational vision,

not a

superficial,

social vision, and I hope that you will all work with His
Holiness over the next 40 years of conferences and we will

develop

one

free-lunch monastery in the Protestant West.
a
turning point for this battle between

That would be

monasticism and militarism which monasticism,

nsm.

to

communiry.

That is

if you feel that the Buddhist
monastic orders are solely try

sentially, the monastic orders
are all
trying to unravel the cul
ture they are in.
My appeal to you is, in the

in the

the whole

where it has become like that

corruption

activist

flower and of total value in itself. Even if they do not do
anything positive but just genuinely and sincerely restrain
their negativities-put the iron wall of the monk's robe of
corpse cloth around themselves-they will be developing
and they will represent a point of positive development for
a

moment,

ing

THE STAKE.

at

about Buddhist monasticism is

thing

the acknowledgment by people that any hurrian being is like

lunch.

BUDDHA

But the beautiful

free

has lost-the

[As a monk]

planet

your life is

produce anything but a

is

totally

devoted

to

at

the

milita

the line, you are not going to
spiritual state and therefore people
on

will feed you. That way they recognize the value of you as
an individual
achieving a spiritual state. That is the founda
tion of real individualism, real generosiry and social Dharma

practice,

to

which individual Dharma practice

have any positive result.
The role of modern lay people is just

order for it

must

lead in

to

ahead, gung ho. But they

are

also

it

is-go straight
empowered by having
as

They can move back and forth between them
they are empowered by that.
Lay people are ready to meditate, to live differently, be

monastics.

and

eccentric and non-conformist in their Western countries.

They

are

ready

to

their unconscious.

challenge their own mind and go into
Why can they not explore the paramita

of Dana and try to break out of the mold of the Protestant
culture where you never give anybody something for noth

something for nothing-just let them
rag
something. Shave their hair and
look grubby and then give them something. There are a lot
of homeless people in Western countries and the monastics
can be like honored homeless
people. That kind of gener
osiry will enrich the Western people immeasurably.
"I" am not IT "I" am not th e center 0 f my community.
Why are we supposed to be the center? In Buddhism we are
learning not to be the center of everything. We are learning
to de-centrify ourselves. Even to have a person who is an
idiot and support them with a free lunch because they are
doing some minimal, exemplary self-restraint activities and
cutting down on the usual reactionaryism of people, is of
tremendous benefit to us. To proclaim "I wish to be useless"
in the world of samsara is the beginning of liberation. To
allow people to do nothing-in a society that is collectivist
and demands production and obedience from all of its
members in some rigid type of control system-is a kind of
ing? You give

wear a

or

them

two,

-

total liberation.

that's

Hyon

Gak Sunim

after all this was the

This

great Zen master's

picture

shaves about nine

cushion where he

hundred ninety
nine words off the
old cliche about a

would do his bows

picture's

and receive

worth.

and

multiply that
by a fac
tor of three: "Try,
try, try." The bal
ance

word

out

Ryun Sunim. After his

usual stop in Warsaw to deliver dharma talks and give inter
views to a following of students which regularly packed the
Warsaw Zen Center

to

the

gunnels,

even

spilling out into the
into a packed

peering through windows

yard three-deep

and

Dharma

they arrived

in Krakow.

master

could do his usual thousand bows

that he did every day, even when

travelling. When Dae Soen Sa
dog in the apartment already; it
belonged to the owner. Of course, the dog was moving around
a lot when we arrived, because there were
many people, and
was

there

very

was a

excited,

as

usual when Dae Soen Sa Nim

lot of energy in those times. The dog was
like the way dogs become in these
nervous,
know,
you
very
sorts of spontaneous situations in the human realm.
"We

was a

set out

this

coming

of the bath
and

saw

the

this wonderful

golden

mat

stopped us, and sat down on the bare floor, facing the dog.
Suddenly, the dog calmed down and seemed very peaceful. He
looked right in the Zen master's eyes, with big attention.
Everyone was still coming into the apartment, swarming in the
doorways to catch a glimpse of the Zen master, hoping for some
kind of big interaction. But as Dae So en Sa Nim sat there in
front, all
master

Hyon Mun Sunim remembers: "There were two rooms
prepared for Dae Soen Sa Nim in the home of Marzena
Magdon. Huge ceilings. Do Mun Sunim asked me for a nice

There

in

the cushion. He

Abbot of the Paris Zen Center) and Do

came.

at

was

room,

the inimitable Yen. Hyon Mun Sunim. Zen Master Seung
Sahn was visiting Poland in 1987 with Do Mun Sunim (then

everyone

are not

dog, which we were
trying to pull off

hustling, bustling
teaching career was

entered,

of

In Po

like

moment

that the Zen

mat

"Dae Soen Sa

this

Nim first

dogs

Nim

spontaneous and
intimate event in a

mat so

the

stu

America.

beings in this world.

room,

on

master.

land,

years of nonstop
teaching to sentient
to

ting
Zen

special

is ten thousand

A witness

was

always
pissed at dogs, es
peciallythis one sit

Boil it down to one,
one

dents. I

and cushion while

Marzena made tea. Suddenly, out of all the coming and going,
the many, many human legs going out of rooms and stirring up
this poor dog, the dog came up and sat right on the mat in Dae
Soen Sa Nirn's room. We wanted to remove the dog, because

cute or

was

did

total silence and stillness. I remember the Zen

not

touch the

anything.

with his students. This
arrived
us,

at

dog:

he did

not treat

it

as

something

And he didn't
was

push it away from this meeting
strange, because when he first

the Zen center, while Dae Soen Sa Nim

was

greeting

walked up and tried to crawl into the Zen
And Dae So en Sa Nim pushed him away, kind of

the owner's

cat

master's lap.
pulled him by the tail and moved him back. Many people
laughed. But what he was doing with this dog was different, so
we were
surprised when he just sat and the two made such strong
contact. Dae So en Sa Nim was very serious for a moment,
and then opened his mouth and started to talk, right to this dog:

eye

'Listen
come

to me,

emptiness, and emptiness is form.'Why
again? Next time don't keep your dog's

form is

back like this

body. Even this is very comfortable for you, don't hold this
dog's body, OK? Next life you again become human being, get
enlightenment, and help all beings. That's your job. Under
stand?"

Try,

try, try for

ten

thousand years nonstop.
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Zen WordsfortheHeart: Hakuin's
Commentary on the Heart Sutra,
translated by Norman Waddell.

know quite what to think, and this creates the opportunity
just to perceive. Hakuin never apologizes for the poison he
is giving us, and he never explains anything. This inspires

Boston: Shambhala, 1996. Reviewed

trust.

by Stanley Lombardo, jDPSN.

sixty years old; his comments clearly flow from hard practice
and

This is the first

English

transla

rion of this classic commentary, the

Japanese

a

are

composed

directed towards

was

everybody who has intentions of
are in
good hands when we

practicing hard. We know we
read the opening credits:

title {which Norman Waddell had
manuscript version I saw about five years ago}

Edited by HUNGER AND COLD

Revised by COLD AND HUNGER
And by the time we get to the end we have passed through

is very much to the point. This is poison for our thinking
mind. Here is Hakuin's first take on the heart of the Heart

A black fire

Surra, the teaching that form and emptiness are not differ

have marvelled

ent:

this commentary when he

title of which is "Poison

Words for the Heart." The original
retained in

Hakuin

burning with a dark gemlike brilliance,
at

"A nice hot kettle of stew. He ruins it

couple of rat turds in it.
a man

with

a

by dropping a
It's no good pushing delicacies on

full stomach."

This caustic and ironic

style takes us back to Mu Mun's
kong-an commentaries and to the spirit of
other old Ch'an masters, a spirit which Hakuin (16891769) did much to revive centuries later in Japanese Zen.

worldfols ofungraspable red-hot holeless hammer
Shattering empty space into boundless serenity,
Ten

and

can

live words in his

It's pretty potent stuff, if you can get it down. As Hakuin
himself says, "One bellyful eliminates hunger until the end

of time." As in the Mu Mun Kioan, the often acerbic prose
commentary is set offby verse that can take quite a different
turn.

Hakuin follows his characterization of form and

emptiness

as

"two

rat

turds" with

a

subtle

poetic evocation

of the elusiveness of form:
A brush warbler pipes

By the peach
A group

trees a

With blossom sprays,

tentatively in

warm sun.

eyebrows,

"

each shoulder.

Coarse satire and

exquisite lyric {and there are other
modes}-Hakuin gets us coming and going. We never
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us:

And don't try to tell me my poems are too hard
Face it: the problem is your own eyeless state.

Actually, although the bone of Hakuin's poetry is always
clear, it is, with its occasional obscure allusions, sometimes
too hard for us. But Waddell, a consummate scholar,
elucidates all the references

to

Chinese poetry,

history,

philosophy in Hakuin's commentary, and
well the main points of the Heart Sutra itself.

folklore and

explains

as

vigorous,

his

notes

and

right
target and at the appropriate
scale for this slim volume, which is attractively produced
and illustrated with fifteen or so samples of Hakuin's
brief introduction

the spring breeze;

"cicada heads and moth

one over

the author admonishes

Waddell's translation is clear and

thin mist hovers in the

ofyoung girls,

only agree when

on

calligraphy and ink paintings. The paintings especially take
their place as teaching vehicles alongside the text, reflecting
its dry humor, piercing gaze, and deep compassion.

That s Funny, you Don't LOOK

Buddhist

Harper,

by Sylvia

Boorstein.

San Francisco, 1997. Re

viewed by Myong Wol Sunim
One

Friday evening at oneg
shabbat(coffee and pastry after the
synagogue service), the large,
round tables full of mangers and
acquaintances finally started hum

ming
one

with conversation. Some

at

tending
there

my table mentioned
a

Buddhist

retreat.

at-

Sud

awkward silence.

denly
Coincidentally, on the following Sunday, two Israeli
teenagers dropped by the Cambridge Zen Center. They had
recently come to this country to attend college. They were
at the Cambridge Zen Center to do research for a compara
tive religion course. When someone suggested to them that
meditation often enhances one's religious experience, one
of the Israeli students took exception. "You can't be a
Buddhist and a Jew at the same time," he told us adamantly.
What is the problem in these two situations? Although
Jews have been prominent among those bringing Bud
dhism to this country, there is a tension, a question. Can
there be a true synthesis of Buddhist practice and Jewish
belief, or are we seeing merely a temporary dialectic, where
was an

diverse traditions converge

briefly

before

an

inevitable

new

book, That's Funny, you Don � LOOK Bud

dhistSylvia Boorstein does much to clarify the murky waters
of Jewish/Buddhist coexistence. Her approach is refresh
ingly personal and insightful, falling into neither the intel
lectualism nor the emotionalism with which this important
topic is usually treated.
This fast-paced book is infused with first-hand knowl
edge of the many problems arising from opposites-think
ing. The either/or assumption is not limited to the many
Jews who are surprised at the interest in Buddhism within
our communities.
Many American Buddhists are surprised
at

the need of one of their

own to

take part in

a

traditional

religion. After all, so many were moving away from tradi
tion when they found Buddhism. As Sylvia Boorstein puts
it,

...

vant

members of any tradition will find that Ms Boorstein's

concerns about the viability of dual
membership as well. Can you be a Buddhist and still believe
in God? Does meditation change your image of what God
can be? Can a Buddhist have a
personal relationship with
God? Is Buddhist practice after all just a New Age form of

work addresses their

assimilation?
In detailing many of her own experiences, Ms Boorstein
tells of how her meditation somehow makes more tangible

and immediate the very building blocks of traditional faith.
She

"I don't think it's

asserts,

your heart and

mandates and
that

possible to love God with all
everything else. Complete loving
rejoices in complete acceptance. I learned
not

love

doing Buddhist

meditation."

metta

The author shares with

practice.

In

us

intimate details of her

own

them, we find a mind which goes beyond mere

coexistence of practices. We find strong evidence that all

paths are ultimately the same. "I am sure," she says, "that the
essence

of clear mind is impartiallovingkindness and unwa

vering compassion. My experiences of intensive practices

separation?
In her

answer: "It's not a
question, for me, of deciding
complicate myself with Judaism. I am complicated with
Judaism the complication nourishes me. I love it."
Though especially pertinent to a Jewish audience, obser

And her

to

"Why," [my Buddhist friends] wondered,
complicate yourself with Judaism?"

"would you

have included instances of being

ofloving feeling
me-even a
to

lean

a

so

against

inclusion of

bowled

over

by a rush

person walking down the hall toward

person I didn't know

the wall

to

keep

at

all-that I've needed

from

falling over."

have been enhanced

This work

pretend to

for

might
demographics.

a

bit

by

the

But then, it does not
be the story of "How the Jews Found the Swans
some

in the Lake."

The book is reminiscent of Rabbi Herbert Weiner's

work, which demonstrated

practice

an

especially wide,

inclusive

of Orthodox Judaism. One could almost hear him

recite the

brocha, "Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord our God, Who

has sustained

us,

brought

us to

this

place,

and

given

us

meditation practice so that we can know ourselves, and help
others."

want to
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23. The Buddha teaches that becoming angry even
million vicious sins. A student

ten

TRUST IN

btJc&.

RATHER, RE-

or some

similar

simply endure

or

one

biting

creature

becomes either

a

in

a

bird

degree of low
mindedness, one becomes either an ant, mosquito or
the like. From craving things, one becomes a hungry
ghost. The type of desire or anger molds the nature of
the hell into which one will accordingly fall. Each and
or

butterfly. Depending

a

is

state

upon his

of mind determines the kind of creature one

become.

to

24. However, if one's mind is unattached,
dha. Even

a

"good"

For although such

a

or

positive

one

state

becomes

a

Bud

of mind is useless.

condition ofmind can create a heav

enly future life, it is still limited. As soon as one reaches
heaven, he immediately begins descending to the hell
ish

or

animal realms in successive rebirths. If no inten

tion is held in the

MIND YOUR-

stinging

future life. From foolishness,

every

TH IS

raises

and tolerate the angry mind. Many masters have also
said that because of anger, one becomes a tiger, a bee, a

snake,

PUTYOUR

must

once

born

again.

cannot

go

mind, then there is

One's mind is

to

the dark

no

place

to

be

pure and unconfused, it
This pure and quiescent

so

places.

mind is the way of Buddha.
25. If one questions with one-pointed determination, then

SELF AGAIN

this mind

naturally settles down and becomes tranquil.
By this one automatically realizes one's own mind as
quiescent and tranquil. This is the same as becoming a
Buddha.

AND AGAIN

26. This way is very direct and goes right to the point. It is the
best way one can practice. Read and examine this talk
from time

NOT TO MISS

right occasions, even tell
reading eighty-four thou
sand volumes of scriptures. Practicing in this manner,
one will accomplish Buddhahood in this lifetime. Do
not

A MOMENT
TO AWAI<EN

to

time and,

on

the

other people. This is as good as

or

think this talk to be some contrived encouragement

expedient deception. Follow these words with whole

hearted determination.
27. In the

deep canyon where the clear stream is flowing con
tinuously, all kinds of birds are singing everywhere. No
one ever comes to visit this
place. It is the so-called
Sunim's place (monastery), and is quiet and tranquil.
Here is where I sit and contemplate and examine what
this mind is. Now, if this mind is

YOUR OWN

not

what Buddha is,

then what else is it?

28. You have

just heard

a

very

rare

talk. You 'should continue

look into this great matter enthusiastically. Do
hurry, otherwise you might become sick or get a
to

mixd.
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not

ter

rible headache. Calm yourself, then ceaselessly medi
tate. Most of all, be careful not to force
yourself Rather;
relax and let your

right questioning be within!

CoxlixxtdjroHtjrg� 7

As I laid down, I put my glasses next to the place where I was
that they would be safe there. A few minutes

interviews, so I put on my robe and go to practice, broken glasses
and all! The interviews were in a yurt up on the top of this hill and

ceremony?" One young monk, who was later known
Dung Shan, was working at the altar. He turned around and said
to Nam Chuan, "I think that if he finds a companion, he might
show up." Nam Chuan said to this young monk's teacher, "This
fellow is a little green, but I think with some carving and polishing,
we
might make something out ofhim. "To this Dung Shan replied,
"Why do you want to put shackles on a free man and make him a
slave?" Dae Soen Sa Nirn's teaching is like that. He lets each one

the hill

this point had turned into a mudslide. It was very, very
My shoes had gotten ruined the previous night, so the
only thing I had left were some sandals. Dae Soen Sa Nim rang the
bell, and I began to trek up the hill for my interview.
Now the first thing that you have to understand is that Dae Soen

of us be Bob Moore or Barbara Rhodes or Richard Shrobe or Mark

Sa Nim and I

are not alike in some
ways. I am what in the South
is referred to as a "rumpled person." I can put on brand new clothes,

Now I have taught in our School for ten years. But last year I also
had a major heart attack. After I was moved out ofthe intensive care

pressed creases and the whole nine yards, but I will still look
rumpled. And Dae Soen Sa Nim is always so elegant and properly

unit and put into a place where I could have flowers and so forth,
I found this room with thirty-two bouquets of flowers waiting for

sleeping, thinking

later, Jane had to get up to use the bathroom. She lost her balance
and stumbled, stepping on my glasses. She crunched them and

absolutely smashed them. I don't think I ever
anyway, four-thirty the next morning comes,

told her that. So
and it's time for

at

treacherous.

with

creased and all of that. So when I'm around him I try very hard to
be meticulous, but nevertheless he's still always adjusting my collar

and

fixing things for me.

So anyway, I got almost
to

to

the top of the hill, maybe two steps
went out from under me. I

go, when, suddenly, my feet

proceeded to slide twenty feet down this mudslide of a hill. When
I got to the bottom, not only was my kasa and my robe all full of
mud, even my underwear was full of mud. Everything was full of
mud. And Dae Soen Sa Nim

was

continuing

to

ring the bell.

I crawled my way back up and went into the interview
Dae Soen Sa Nim looked at me and said, "What happened?"

Finally,
room.

And at that moment, I just didn't give a damn anymore. He and the

other Zen Master both tried to jump on me, and I just didn't care
at all. So not only did I
fight recklessly with them, but I actually
finished a koan that morning that I'd been working on for nine
years. As I left, I sat down to put on my sandals and the sun came
out. It was shining brightly and the clouds had parted. I thought,
"Gee, this really is a very beautiful morning." Then I heard Dae
Soen Sa Nim laughing. He said to the other Zen Master, "Not bad."
That's the first kind of transmission. For me that process started

along time ago, it started when I was thirteen. That's transmission
of the Buddhadharma by direct experience.
Earlier, Jeff Kines JDPSN asked me about old hippies. When
Dae Soen Sa Nim first came to this country, many of the early
students were basically hippies. In some of the old photographs,
you can see it; everybody's hair is down to their shoulder and so
forth. But when one looks at a photograph taken ten years later, the
students nearly all look like me, all of the hair has disappeared. We
begin to look like him. Dae Soen Sa Nim told us in the early days,
"You are all outside hippies, but you still have no freedom inside,
so

you

must

attain inside-freedom."

What finally convinced me to become a teacher in our School
and eventually to love doing it so much was the model ofDae Soen
Sa Nim himself. There's

a wonderful
story, it's one of my favorite
Zen stories about Nam Chuan, the man who shook his sleeves in
the stoty I told a few moments ago. This dialogue occurred about

twenty-five years after the other. Nam Chuan was visiting one ofhis
student's temples. They were preparing for a big ceremony to
honor his teacher, Ma Tsu, who had died several years earlier. It was
late at night and there were some young monks helping Nam
Chuan to prepare the temple. Nam Chuan, in an off-hand manner,
mused aloud, "I wonder whether Ma Tsu will actually show up for

tomorrow's
as

Houghton or whomever. So the bone of his teaching is always the
but the freedom to express that teaching comes through each

same,
one

of us

individuals. And that's second kind of true transmis
master to the student.

as

sion. That's the transmission from

me.

And over a hundred telegrams and letters were sent to me. One

nurse

who had been

on

this ward for

a

long time said to me,

"I've

been working on this ward for nine years. I've never seen anything
like this. What do you do?" And I said, "Well, I'm a teacher." And
she said to me, "That must really be a wonderful job. I've never seen

hospital." I have thought about her
sangha raised money so I was able to take the
whole oflast summer offfrom work and recover. I was able to keep
my daughter in college and all sorts of other things because of the
generosity of the sangha. One of the things I want to really make
clear today is how much I appreciate all of you. I thank all of you
from the bottom of my heart for your generosity and kindness. The
process also made me realize why I had to be here today: I am here
today to begin to pay all of you back. And that is also the final
transmission, perhaps most important of all. It is the transmission
from sangha to teacher.
I began this talk with the story about Buddha holding up a
flower. He didn't hold that flower up just for the crowd at Vulture's
Peak; Buddha held up that flower for this assembly, too. If our eyes
are open and we can perceive directly that flower, it will never wilt,
and it will last for ten thousand kalpas. The only thing that makes
anything

like this in this

comment a

lot. The

Buddha's flower wilt is if

we

check it,

want

it, think about it,

analyze it. Then we will surely kill it. If we just perceive the flower,
then we get everything. Mahakashyapa smiled: how wonderful!
[holds stick above head and then hits table with stick}
Zen Master Sol

Bong went to Kung Sahn Hermitage to see his

teacher, Zen Master Man Gong. Sol Bong asked, "Buddha held up
a

flower on Vulture's Peak in ancient times. What's the meaning?"

[hits again}
Man

Gong

held up

one

finger

and Sol

Bong bowed deeply

before him.

[hits again}
Buddha held up a flower and Mahakashyapa smiled. Man Gong
Bong bowed. Are they the same or are they

held up a finger and Sol
different?
KATZ!

Today is Transmission Day. "Bob" thanks you from the bottom
hope that we're all together for ten thousand years,
and that we can make this world not only a single flower but a single
smiling flower.
of my heart; I
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•
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Richard Shrobe
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ACUPUNCTURE

201 East 34th St., 5th Floor, NY, NY 10016

you've

sports and popular culture,
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East

NUTRITIONAL COUNSELING

See the world like

From

312 Waterman Avenue

HERBAL THERAPY

(212)689-7740

social issues

both educational and

facing

us

never seen

to literature and traditional

today, Tricycle

offers

a

teachings,

Buddhist

4 issuesl
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™
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e
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by
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the Order of
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-
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With
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or
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-

A
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translation of Great Master

Dagen

is

7.25% sales

tax for CA residents. Call for free brochure

of meditation

e

supplies, tapes,

or

send $3 for

new
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complete catalog
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books and statues (free with order and to meditation groups and Buddhist
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(916) 926-6682
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May the Mind Flower Bloom in Endless Spring
Year-Long Zen Intensive
•

John Daido Loorl, Abbot and full-time resident teacher

•

Residencies available from one week to one year

•

One year of residency includes: 2 Angos & 12 Sesshins,
retreats in martial arts, Zen arts, and Buddhist

•

Nestled in the Catskill Mts.

Call now
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@§

on a

Studies

230 acre nature

sanctuary

for fret retreat and residency catalogs!

ZEN MOUNTAIN MONASTERY
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E-mail:
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TH I RD CENTRAL

SANGHA WEEKEND
��eeHUJr,
September 12 at 7:00 pm
to September 14 at noon

Topics:
Small Zen Center Survival

General Practice Forms and
Free

housing available

families

are

Find your

self!
Winter Kyo) Che

Cooking on Retreat
Practicing Alone
Running Zen Centers

in Korea

you can stay at a motel;
welcome. Extra charge for meals for
or

people who aren't registered.
Registration fee is $65.00.

true

"Deep

in the mountains,

the great

temple

bell is struck.

"

Zen Master

1423 New York Street

>

Seung Sahn

Lawrence, KS 66044
Join

Telephone: (913) 841-8683

treat

us

for

in the

a

traditional

birthplace

of

90-day

our

meditation

re

tradition. The Seoul

International Zen Center offers two international
winter

Kyol Che

retreats,

tains at Shin Won Sa

the full 90

days;

one

Temple,

deep

in the

moun

for those who can sit

the other at Hwa

Gye

Sa

Temple

Sam Gak Mountain in the North of Seoul, for
those who can sit a minimum of one week. Both
on

14, 1997 and end

retreats commence on November
on

February 11, 1998.
The teacher for the retreat at Shin Won Sa will

be Do Mun Sunim, Ji Do Poep Sa, who received
inka from Zen Master Seung Sahn and is the

resident
The

Cambridge Zen Center is a residential medita
Seung

tion center under the direction of Zen Master

Guiding

Teacher for the Seoul Interna

tional Zen Center.
The teacher for the

retreat at

Sahn, Students from various countries and backgrounds

be Mu Shim

participate in this innovative combination of monastic
training in an urban setting. In addition to morning and
evening Zen practice, the majority of residents work or
are students in the Boston area. Cambridge Zen Center
offers a variety of programs, including weekly talks,
interviews with Zen teachers, monthly retreats, and
meditation classes. Cambridge Zen Center welcomes

inka from Zen Master

visitors and

new

For

house members.

more

information

Cambridge

contact:

Zen Center

199 Auburn Street, Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 576-3229 cambzen@aol.com
•
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Sunim,

Ji Do

Poep
Seung

Hwa

Gye

Sa will

Sa, who received
Sahn and is the

international director for the Seoul International
Zen Center.

PLEASE CONTACT:

Seoul International Zen Center, Hwa Gye Sa
487 Suyu 1 Dong, Kang Buk Gu
142-071 Seoul, Korea

Phone: (82-2) 900-4326
Fax:

(82-2) 995-5770

Internet sizc@bora.dacom.co.kr

RESIDENTIAL TRAINING

"fttt

at Providence Zen Center
99 Pound Road, Cumberland RI 02864
401/658-1464' fax 401/658-1188

with Zen Master

kwanumzen@aol.com

Seung Sahn

http://www.kwanumzen.com

training on 50 forested acres
lay and monastics' kong-an

•

",f'

August 22-30,

for

1997

interviews' dharma talks·

monthly

retreats' three-month

Departure from Seoul;
full package tour; approxi
mately US $2,220; in

winter Intensive' summer Inten

please write or
complete Information
sive

•

call for

cludes all expenses exc�pt
Chinese tourist visa.
To register for this trip Seoul International Zen Center
must

OPEN MOUTH

Master Wu

$18.95
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Point Press

0
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0

by Zen
Kwang

RIo

the Korean

number;

Exchange

You

responsible

are
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own

Chinese

visa in your country.

For all

infonnation

Mu Shim Sunim,

contact

the Seoul International Zen Center (ad

jDPS
dress, e-mail; phonelfax numbers on page 31),
at

Order page 31

Inflate your zatu, deflate your

to

Bank, Seoul Korea (account #118-22-00731-9, KBC
Travel Service).
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0
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North America
Guiding
Bo

teachers

are

listed in italics

Kwang Zen Center
36-25 Union Street. #IC
Flushing, NY 11354
(718) 353·2474

Kwan Um Zen Community
of Chicago
an Master Soeng Hyang
c/o Ron Kidd

ecutler@openport.com
http://www.ecnet.netlusers/uaadams/

of New York
Zen Master Wu

Zen Center

Kwong

400 East 14th Street, Apt. 2E
New York, NY 10009
(212) 353-0461

slkealy@aol.com

http://wwwl.tagonline.coml-netresull
netresultslchogye.htrnl
Chogye Sah Temple
45-18 48th Avenue
Woodside, NY 11377
(718) 706-1749
Fax (718) 392-3011
Kwan Um Zen Community
of Colorado
an Master Soeng Hyang
c/o Richard Baer
8445 W. Elmhurst Avenue
Littleton, CO 80123
(303) 979-1655
kuzcc@aol.com

345 Jesselin Drive
Lexington, KY 40503

dickmap@chplink.chp.edu

(606) 277-2438

daegak@aol.com
Mojave Desert Zen Center

Dharma Zen Center
Robert Moore, JDPSN
1025 South Cloverdale Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90019

Robert Moort,JDPSN
c/o Thom Pastor, 901 EI Camino
Boulder City, NV 89005

Providence Zen Center/
Diamond Hill Zen Monastery
an Master Dae Kwong
99 Pound Road
Cumberland, RI 02864
Office (401) 658-1464
Fax (401) 658-1188
Residence (401) 658-2499
kwanumzen@aol.com

Way

(702) 293-4222
sittinzen@aol.com

76467.705@compuserve.com
http://members.aol.com.l

Moming Star Zen Center
Robert Moor«, JDPSN
1599 Halsell Road
Fayetteville, AR 72701-3902
(501) 521-6925
bt2476 I @uafsysa.uark.edu

DhnnaZenLAlDhrmaZen.htrnl

Empty Gate Zen Center
Jeff Kines, JDPSN
2200 Parker Street

http://www.kwanumzen.comlpzcl
Santa Barbara Zen Group
Robert Moore, JDPSN
467 Cole Place
Goleta, CA 93117-1650
(805) 967-8941
raimisl@cs.ucsb.edu

Mountain

Spirit Center
Juniper Way
Tehachapi, CA 93561

(510) 845-8565

egzc@emptygatezen.com
http://www.emptygatezen.coml

http://www.cs.ucsb,edul-raimisll

(805) 333-7204

Furnace Mountain
an Master Doe Gak
Box 545
Clay City, KY 40312
(606) 723-4329
taturck@lexmark.com

zen.htrnl

Nashville Zen Group
an Master Bo Mun
c/o Steve Warren, 3925 Estes Road
Nashville, TN 37215-2212
(615) 298-3754
warrensf@ctrvax.vanderbilt.edu

http://www.win.org/library/staff/
webweaver/furnace/fmhome.htm

Hill Zen Center
Robert Moore, JDPSN
c/o Bill Cooper
2504 East Willow Street #107
Signal Hill, CA 90806
(310) 424-2929

Signal

becooper@ix.netc:om.net
Group
Stanley Lombardo, JDPSN

New Haven Zen Center

Nancy Brown, JDPSN

Gainesville Zen Circle
an Master Soeng Hyang
c/o Jan Sendzimir
562 NE Second Avenue
Gainesville, FL 32601
(904) 373-7567

Wausau Zen

193 Mansfield Street
New Haven, CT 065 II
Office (203) 787-0912
Residence (203) 777-2625
nhzc@aol.com

jan@zoo.ufi.edu

5 I 077 River Bend Road
Schofield, WI 54476
(715) 355-7050

Ocean Eyes Zen Center
Robert Moore, JDPSN
11582 Ale Lane
Stanton, CA 90680-3535
(714) 894-0177
dachong 1 @aol.com

Gum Kang Zen Center
35-20 147th Street, Suite 2B
Fh.shing, NY 11354

Indianapolis Zen Group

Australia
Queensland Zen Center
Kwong Myong Sunim, JDPS
32 Bale Street
Racklea
Queensland 4106 Australia
(61) (7) 3216-7513

http://members.aol.coml

c/o Bob Kohl
1508 North laSalle Street
Indianapolis, IN 46201

arudloe@gamet.acns.fsu.edu
http://gamet.acns.fsu.edul-kapI877/
zen.htrnl/cypress.htrnl

r

Lexington Zen Center
Zen Master Doe Gak

Zen Master Dae Gak

Cypress Tree Zen Group
an Master Soeng Hyang
P.O. Box 1856
Tallahassee, FL 32302

Group of Pittsburgh
an Master Doe Kwong
c/o Paul Dickman
1126 Heberton Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15206
(412) 441-6393
Zen

zencntr.htrnl

Berkeley, CA 94704

bultasa.htrnl

amsomlai@post.its.mcw.edu

http://www.idir.netl-Ipllzen/

(213) 934-0330
Fax (213) 933-3072

550 West Grant Place, Unit 3A
Chicago,lL 60614
(773) 327-1695

600 21st Street
Racine, WI 53403
(414) 638-8580

1423 New York Street
Lawrence, KS 66044
(913) 841-8683
lombardo@kuhub.cc.ukans.edu

barry108@aol.com
http://www.oz.netl-tharrisldszc.htrnl

http://www.kwanumzen.comlczc

Original Root Zen Center
an Master Doe Kwang

Kansas Zen Center

Stanley Lombardo, JDPSN

Dharma Sound Zen Center
Robert Moore, JDPSN
P.O. Box 31003
Seattle, WA 98103-1003
(206) 783-8484
Fax (206) 448-0564

Cambridge Zen Center
Mark Houghton, JDPSN
199 Auburn Street
Cambridge, MA 02139
Office (617) 576·3229
Fax (617) 864·9025
Personal (617) 354·8281
cambzen@aol.com

Chogye International

Dharma Kai Zen Center
Robert Moore, JDPSN
c/o Aikido Ai Dojo
6727 South Milton Avenue
Whittier, CA 90601
(310) 696-1838

oezenctr/oezc.htrnl
Ontario Zen Center
an Master Dae Kwong
c/o John Carducci
22 Oakmount Road, # 1514
Toronto, ON M6P 2M7, Canada
(416) 604-0534
Fax (416) 314-6202

http://www.trader.comlusers/
5012121211

qzc@eis.netau
http://www2.hawkesbury.uw8.edu.aul
BuddhaNetlba9.htm

BECOMING A MEMBER OF THE KW AN UM SCHOOL OF ZEN IN NORTH AMERICA
(In other parts of the world, contact your local affiliated Zen center or regional head temple.)

-,

Your membership in a participating center or group makes you partof the K wan Urn School of Zen sangha. Your dues help support
teaching activities on local, national, and intemationallevels. Full membership benefits include discount rates at all retreats and
workshops (after three months of membership), and subscriptions to Primary Point and the quarterly school newsletter. Associate
membership does not include program discounts. Send this coupon and your first dues payment to the Kwan Urn School of Zen
at the address at the top of the page. Please circle the dues for the membership category and payment plan you prefer.

Quarterly

Monthly

$240

$60

$20

360
120
60

90
30
15

30
10
5

Annually
FULL

Individual

Family

Student

ASSOCIA1E

Specify

the North American center

or

group that you wish to be

a

member of:

_

Name(s)

___

Street

Cicy

_

�----

__

Phone

Day

Fax

MCIVISNAMEX
L

_

Phone

State

Zip

Evening
E-m�l

Expiration

_

_

�

Signature

_

__

�

Europe
Amsterdam Zen Group
Zen Master Wu Bong
c/o Wojtek Kulwanowski
Berste Oosterparkstraat 128·3
1091 HH Amsterdam, the Netherlands
(31) 2()'693·2622
Fax (31) 2()'693·2622

ffrie@tip.nl
Barcelona Zen Center
Zen Master Wu Bong
c/o Xavier Vidal
Passeig del Born No. 17 40 2a

Barcelona, Spain
(34) 3·3 I ()'7022
Fax (34) 3·431·7195
Zen Zentrum Berlin
Head Temple, Western
Zen Master Wu Bong
Gottsched Str. 4

Europe

13357 Berlin, Germany
(49) 30-456-7275
Fax (49) 3()'892-2374

josush@compuserve.com
http://user.cs.tu-berlin.de/-wilzl
kuzsldlindex.htm

Beograd Zen Center
Head Temple, Yugoslavia
Zen Master Wu Bong
Radica Petrovica SI. 23

Zemun, Yugoslavia

Bong

Ludovlta Fullu st 58/22
84105 Bratislava, Slovakia

(421) 7·714·096
Fax (421) 7-769-141
lubor@internetsk

106040.3244@compuserve.com
Budapest Zen Center
Head Temple, Hungary
Zen Master Wu Bong
Arpad u. 8 VI. 156
H-1215 Budapest, Hungary
(36) 1-276-1309
Fax (36) 1·275·1219
100324 .1547@compuserve.com

Cologne Zen Group
Zen Master Wu Bong

Spain

Schleidenerstr. 8
50 937 Cologne, Germany
(49) 221·415·587
Ullmann-Partner-Wohnbau@
t-online.de

Gdansk Zen Center
Dorota Krtytanowska, JDPSN
Kartuska 278A
80·125 Gdansk, Poland
dorota@buddhlsl.com

Republic

Koslce Zen Center
Zen Master Wu Bong
c/o Oleg Suk
Bukurestska 28

04013 Kosice, Siovakia
(421) 9'·62·64·126
IUvui@okoJei,tuke,lk
Krakow Zen Center
Aldsandra Partir, JDPSN
ul, Smolkl 14/1
30·'03 Krakow, Poland
(48) 12·'6·24·28

L6dt Zen Group
Dorota KrrYlanowska, JDPSN
c/o Slawomir Walas
ul, Nawrot 76 m.34
90·042 L6d1, Poland
(48) 42·"·60·80
Fax (48) 42·32·24·81

Africa

76673.2373@compuserve.com

Grabowa 12/2,
64-920 Pila, Poland
(48) 86-72-28-93
u.

Riga

Seoul International Zen Center

Head

Temple, Latvia
Bong

Do Mun Sunim, JDPS

Head

South Africa
(27) 11·807·6066
Fax (27) 11·807·6081
olivier@icon.co.za

Temple, Asia

Poplar Grove Zen Centre
Hella Downey, JDPSN
c/o Margie and Antony Oaler
P.O. Box 232

.

HwaGyeSah
487, Suyu I Dong
Kang Buk Gu, 142·071 Seoul, Korea
(82) 2·90()'4326
Fax (82) 2·995·5770

Rzesz6w Zen Group
Aleksandra Porter, JDPSN

c/o Jerzy Babiarz

Colesbers 5980,
South Africa
(27) SI·753·1356

sizc@bora.dacom.co.kr

ul. 3()'lecia 39
35-083 Rzesz6w, Poland

Zwieczyca,

Singapore Zen Center

Rondebosch Dharma Centre
Heila Downey, JDPSN
6 Lulworth Mansiona
SI. Andrews Road

Do Mun Sunim, JDPS
c/o K wan Yin Chan Lin
Jalan Asas 50

Saint Petersburg Zen Center
Zen Master Wu Bong
V.

Molchanova st.

Singapore 2367

21/33 Pavlovsk,
Saint Petersburg, Russia
(7) 812·312·9487
Fax (7) 812-114-1471

(65) 764-0739
Fax (65) 763-6863

Vienna Zen Group
Koreaniache Zengemeinachaft
Buddhisuachea Zentrum
Head Temple, Austria
Zen Master Wu Bong
Biberstr, 8/19

Johannesburg Zen Group
Heila Downey, JDPSN
c/o Neil Muir and Fanus Olivier
P.O. Box 1080
Bucchleuch

Johannesburg 2066,

Zen Center

Ulianousk Zen Center
Zen Master Wu Bong
c/o Pavel and Larisa Michin
ul. Lokomotivnaya 112,1
432012 Ulianousk, Russia

South Africa
(27) 2351·3515
Fax (27) 2351·3515
dhannken@iafrica.com

Asia

Zen Master Wu
Ostas 4-42

Rondebosch, Cape 7700,
South Africa
(27) 21·686-3698
rona@aztec.co,za

eseok@singnel.com.sg
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99 Pound Road Cumberland, RI 02864 U,S,A,
(401) 658-1476' Fax (401) 658-1188
Internet kwanumzen@aol.com

Shipping and handling (see shipping weights qfter each price):
U.S,: $S first pound, SO¢ each additional pound
Overseas surface: $S first pound, $2 each additional
Overseas air: $9 first pound, $7 each additional

a Check (U,S,

Qty,

Vyborg Zen Group
Head Temple, RUlli,
Zen Master Wu Bon,

Item

bank) a Money Order a MCNISAIAMEX
Each

7% sales tax

c/o Sasha Nemkov

Primorakaya at, 9·25

Total

(Rhode

'{)IborI188900, RUlli.

VUniul Zen Center
Head Temple, Lithuania
Dorota KrrYlanowska, JDPSN
Rullkiakiu 19
VUniua, Lithuania
(37()'2) 74S003

-

Primary Point Press

1010 Wien, Auatria
(43) 1·402·43·79
Fax (43) 1·512·37·19

(7) 812·291·0298
Pax (7) 812·782·4490

Downey

Robertson, Cape 6705,

CH·8703 Ehrlenbach, Switzerland
(41) 1-391-9922
(41) 1·391·8680

c/o Michaela Mazacova
Na Petynce 70/182
169 00 Praha 6, Czech Republic
(42) 2-2432-1409

6724 Szeged Makkoserd6,
Sor 24, Hungary
magyarz@
everx.szbk.u·szeged.hu

ascj@warthol,ru.ac.za
The Dharma Centre
Head Temple, Africa
Heila Downey, JDPSN
c/o Heila and Rodney
26 White Street

Zurich Zen Group
Head Temple, Switzerland
Zen Master Wu Bong
c/o Rene Bucher
Bahnhofstr.21

Prague Zen Center
Head Temple, Czech Republic
Zen Master Wu Bong

Zen Master Wu Bong
c/o M�swos Tamils

(27) 461·26163

Zagreb Zen Center
Head Temple, Croatia
Zen Master Wu Bong'
c/o Emil Stimac· Vincens
Rapska ul. 24a
10000 Zagreb, Croatia
(385) (I) 611·34-16
esvince@public.srce.hr

Pila Zen Group
Dorota Krzyzanowska, JDPSN
clo Bogumila MaJinowska

Szczecin Zen Group
Dorota Krzyzanowska, JDPSN
ul. Zoledziowa 10
7()'765 Szczecin, Poland
(48) 91·612·567
Fax (48) 91·33()'741

Bamboo Grove Zen Cenlle
Htlla DOWMY, JDPSN
c/o Charlotte Jefferey
9 Mount Street
Graham.town 6140,
South Africa

Aleksandra Porter. JDPSN
c/o Anna Golab
ul. Leana 27
OS·840 Brwinow, Poland
(48) 22· 1()'41·8 I

Centre Parisien de Zen-K wan Urn
Grazyna Perl, JDPSN
35 Rue de Lyon
75012 Paris, FRANCE
(33) 1·44-87-08-13
Fax (33) 1·44·87·09-07

pomer@free.polbox.pl
Szeged Sangha

c/o Hanna Nowicka

clementa@uilonlino.nel

.

jiranzo@lix.lntercom.es

Tret'yakov

.

(8'2) 2·89 I ·9315
Pax (8'2) 2·'''·0093

kwanumzen@jantar.elektron.pl
http://www.at.andrewa.ac.ukI
-www_ac/peraonallwdllkuaz_pU
kuaz_pl.html
Warsaw Zen Group

Riga 1034, Latvia

Brussels Zen Center
Head Temple, Belgium
Zen Master Wu Bong
c/o Koen Vermeulen
A. Rodenbachlaan 14
1850 Grimbergen, Belgium
(32) 2-27().0125
Fax (32) 2-27().0125

Kladno Zen Center
Zen Master Wu Bong
Na Vyhasl6m 3260
272 00 Kladno, Czech

Palma Zen Center
Head Temple, Spain
Zen Master Wu Bong
c/o San Felio 6
07012 Palma de Mallorca,
(34) 971·728·981

Su Bonl Zen Monutery
Hyang Um Sunlm, JDPS
32 Leilhton Road
'IF Starliaht Hse
Causeway Bay, Honl Kona

(48) 22·IS·OS·S2
(fax same after 9 pm)
Peraona148·22·IS·04·00

ppp@gts.cz

Bratislava Zen Center
Head Temple, Slovakia
Zen Master Wu

Warsaw Zen Center
Head Temple, Eastern Europe
Aleksandra Porter. JDPSN
04·962 Warsaw Falenica
ul. Malowiejska 24 Poland

Oslo Zen Center
Head Temple, Norway
Zen Masur Wu Bong
c/o Jacek Siebodzinski
Bjerkelundgt 2
0553 Oslo S, Norway
(47) 22·3S·3S·36

ShiPPJ

Island

only)

_

_

TOTAL
Nrune

_

Address

....._

City, State, Zip, Country
Tel
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Signature

_
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______________________

_
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